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Problem Sums Practice 

 

1. There were 20 000 trees in a plantation. 15 488 of them were rain trees. The rest were 

coconut and rubber trees. If there were 3678 more rubber trees than coconut trees, how 

many coconut trees were there? 

2. Christine has some beads. If she packs them into groups of 5, she will have 2 beads left. 

If she packs them into groups of 8, she will need 2 more beads. How many beads does 

Christine have? 

3. Chef Lim bought 16 packets of salt for his restaurant. Each packet of salt had a mass of  
1

4
 kg. What was the total mass of salt that Chef Lim bought for his restaurant? 

4. There are 208 tarts in each jar. Jerome had 17 such jars. He sold 2850 tarts to Mrs Li. 

How many tarts did Jerome have left? 

5. Leona collected 2260 paper clips. She collected 758 fewer paper clips than Samantha. 

How many paper clips did they collect altogether? 

6. Grace bought 3 similar books and 2 pencils. Each book cost twice as much as each 

pencil. She gave the cashier a $100-note and received a change of $36. What is the cost of 

a book? 

7. On Mother’s Day, Shop A sold 7 times as many stalks of carnations as Shop B. Shop B 

sold 184 fewer stalks of carnations than Shop C. Shop B sold 792 fewer stalks of 

carnations than Shop A. How many stalks of carnations did the 3 shops sell altogether? 

8. Rachel and Linus had a total of 224 erasers at first. After Rachel had bought another 12 

erasers and Linus had given away 30 of his erasers, both had the same number of erasers. 

How many erasers did Rachel have at first? 
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9. Bradley had $28 and Casey had $16. After Bradley gave some money to Casey, Casey had 

$4 more than Bradley. How much did Bradley give to Casey? 

10. Stephanie bought 4 books at $12 each. She also bought a pair of shoes that cost $38 

more than what she paid for the 4 books. She gave the cashier two $100-notes. How 

much change did she receive? 

11. Anthony collected 1767 stamps. He gave 878 stamps to Jeremy. His uncle gave him 

another 387 fewer stamps that what he had given away.  

(a) How many stamps did his uncle give him? 

(b) How many stamps did he have in the end? 

12. On Saturday, Mrs Low sold thrice as many cupcakes as on Friday. On Sunday, she sold 

350 more cupcakes than on Saturday. If she sold 2100 cupcakes altogether on the 3 days, 

how many cupcakes did she sell on Saturday? 

13. Steven and Emily had the same amount of money at first. Steven spent $50 while Emily 

spent $120. Steven had thrice as much money left as Emily. How much money did Emily 

have at first? 

14. Dinah had twice as many stamps as Gwendolyn. Dinah also had 4 times as many stamps 

as Hilary. If the 3 girls had a total of 91 stamps altogether, how many fewer stamps did 

Hilary have than Dinah? 

15. Charles had  
2

3
  as many erasers as Sebastian. Sebastian had  

4

5
  as many erasers as Vincent. 

If the boys had 210 erasers altogether, how many erasers did Sebastian have? 

16. Aaron has twice as many marbles as Kenneth. Isaac has  
3

4
  as many marbles as Aaron. If 

Isaac has 8 more marbles than Kenneth, how many marbles do they have in all? 
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